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TINDER Visual Genre | Film Noir



BRAND RESEARCH

Launched in 2012, Addressed the social and 
physical barriers of forming new friendships 
and relationships by swiping.

Logo/Name stands for a dry flammable material
used for lighting fire.

Instant matches with mutual friends.Simplifying the process of dating

50 Mil. active users, using 11 times a day
spending 90 minutes per day.

Limited Embarassment factors



BRAND RESEARCH

Ease of communication with 
same interests

Satisfying the need amongst
emerging adults

Psychosocial gratification Rational and EmotionalExcitement and Trendliness

Dating scenario being tailored
and diversed



PROBLEM

IMAGE OF A MEDIUM 
FOR HOOKUPS

Tinder started with the brand image of breaking barriers while 
connecting with people. Popularly termed as a hookup 
app/casual app, a creative intervention would help shape the 
brand image better of helping people connect and meet.



FACTS POSITIVE NEGATIVE CREATIVE EMOTIONAL

Instant

Connections

No barriers

All ages

Dating

Availability

Location based

Interests

Easy Access

50 mil active users

Addictive

Stale matches

Algorithmic

Bots

Physical judgment

Rejections

Free

Easy Access

No barriers

Matches with interests

Authenticity

Availability

No embarassment

Simple process

Location based

Social groups

Super likes

Swipe process

Modern cupid

Accessibility

Availability

Bold approach

Trendliness

Witty and modern

Excitement

Interests

Thrill

Love/romance

Change how people meet

Finding the one

No embarassment

Shyness



INSIGHT

SIMILAR INTERESTS

People are often looking for the right person who has similar 
interest in one way or the other. Social media connections such 
as Spotify and Instagram has a major e�ect in the decision 
making process for finding the person who can fit well and have 
something in common for a conversation to happen. 



ENDLINE

“ PERFECT STRANGERS ”
“ PARTNERS IN CRIME ”

“ RIGHT HERE, RIGHT NOW ”

Tinder and Film Noir stitches well when it boils down to finding 
the stranger. From iconic movies like The Third man to Sunset 
Boulevard, strangers play an important role in shaping 
someone’s life. To help find others or to find themselves being 
attracted to the person looking for them. Tinder acts as a 
modern cupid playing the same role to find a stranger.



IDEATION PROCESS

Moments when shared with someone help us identify the 
person better. Whether it be a dance, same taste in music or 
sharing common traits. It leads to build a perfect relation 
between the two.

A common day of finding and swiping travels back in time to 
find a perfect moment. Reimagining the classic chase and thrill 
of finding new people and discovering the moment of same 
music taste that brings them close.

“Finding perfect moments together”.

Robbery

Festival

Time Travel

Chase

Time Machine

Pigeons

Scientists

Post box Speakers

Jinn Lamp

Journey

Fairytale

Dogs

Dream

Space

Transport



STRATEGY

PERFECT TOGETHER

Perfect Together revolves around the special moments in 
everyday life which helps us connect and be familiar with 
people who we meet.

This campaign aims at bringing people closer by encouraging 
them to share moments and live them together. Showcasing the 
classic style of romance juxtaposed with the current trends of 
modern dating.

1.  Video Advert
2. #Perfectogether - Twitter
3. Perfect Moments - Instagram
4. Gifs - Giphy and Instagram
5. Snapchat filters
6. Tinder goes old fashioned



 VIDEO ADVERT
Perfect Together Script - Duration : 45 Seconds

(V.O)
Streets have never been so empty. But there she was. Out from 
the dark, without a single pout picture and into hip-hop. I let my 
thumb ride for a swipe anyway.

EXT. EMPTY STREET

(V.O)
The next thing I know, I found myself chasing her down the 
street. Screen yelled two miles away.

EXT. CITY

(V.O)
Her legs saw the light of the jukebox in Pop's bar. Was my chase 
coming to an end? Nah fam.

EXT. POP'S BAR

(V.O)
Well, I had time on my watch for her next move. Questions, 
running through my mind as hands rested on the jukebox. This 
was it, fam. I had to do it.

QUEUE MUSIC. Kendrick Lamar - DNA

(V.O)
I rushed inside, hearing my favorite track only to let my chase 
come to an end. To discover, that it was her favorite track too.

(V.O)
I did swipe her. I knew what I was getting into. There wasn't a 
lonely walk back alone anymore. This, seemed Perfect together.

A classic tale of a detective chase reimagined in a modern 
dating scenario. Finding the right person through Tinder.



 #PERFECTOGETHER
A Twitter based, Valentine’s Day campaign 
to encourage them for finding the right partner on Tinder and 
sharing their stories and moments with the world while Tinder 
makes sure for the day to be perfect.

Perfect Together Script - Duration : 45 Seconds

(V.O)
Streets have never been so empty. But there she was. Out from 
the dark, without a single pout picture and into hip-hop. I let my 
thumb ride for a swipe anyway.

EXT. EMPTY STREET

(V.O)
The next thing I know, I found myself chasing her down the 
street. Screen yelled two miles away.

EXT. CITY

(V.O)
Her legs saw the light of the jukebox in Pop's bar. Was my chase 
coming to an end? Nah fam.

EXT. POP'S BAR

(V.O)
Well, I had time on my watch for her next move. Questions, 
running through my mind as hands rested on the jukebox. This 
was it, fam. I had to do it.

QUEUE MUSIC. Kendrick Lamar - DNA

(V.O)
I rushed inside, hearing my favorite track only to let my chase 
come to an end. To discover, that it was her favorite track too.

(V.O)
I did swipe her. I knew what I was getting into. There wasn't a 
lonely walk back alone anymore. This, seemed Perfect together.



PERFECT MOMENTS - 
Instagram GIF’s
A glimpse into the modern dating world and having the 
moments that they can possibly share on Tinder with the help 
of iconic scenes from greatest hits in film noir.

“ Well, Don’t you dare miss a #perfectdrive 
with your #perfectogether ”

“ Flurries of gifs, until mystery reveals your
#perfectmove ”

“ We know darling, the chase for the 
#perfectbio is never ending ”



INSTAGRAM STORIES -
STANDALONE GIF’s
The integration of giphy in Instagram stories will help to 
captivate the moment while clicking pictures/selfies. Live gifs 
on selfies revolving around the campaign trend.



SNAPCHAT FILTERS
The old fashioned film noir filters will help the user to have a 
framed memory with their loved ones which can later be posted 
to participate in the Twitter giveaway on Valentine’s.



TINDER GOES
OLD FASHIONED
Tinder reimagined during 50-60’s era. The app UI goes old 
fashioned by replacing “It’s a match” to “Perfect Together”. 



DYSCOVER Digital Media



ABOUT DYSCOVER

The following was undertaken from the topic Good health.
Where our primary focus was on Dyslexia and further 
narrowing it to Visual Dyslexia. To develop an application for 
IOS platform which would help in reading by providing a 
variety of options for customization for easy reading for 
people diagnosed with Dyslexia.



USER INTERFACE



APP STRATEGY

Oral In-App Support

Dyslexic Style guide for Image to text

Customization

Text to Speech with Dictionary

Multi-Sensory Exercises

Color Overlays

Letters with Sounds.Usage of Dyslexic fonts for better readiblity



RESEARCH

Daily struggle of reading 
and recognising words.

Low self esteem found in 
20% of the teenagers diagnosed
with dyslexia.

Oversensitivity to bright light

Color Interaction and use
of specific colors for reading

Spending 9 hours a day 
on smartphones.

Dating scenario being tailored
and diversed

Visual Stress Expensive online programs

No usage of Dyslexic Style guide 
for Image to text



PROBLEM

AWARENESS BUT NO
ON THE GO SUPPORT

To provide support for people diagnosed with Dyslexia
and to help them overcome their daily struggle with Dyscover 
app.



FACTS POSITIVE NEGATIVE CREATIVE EMOTIONAL

Reduces stress

Easy reading

Customisation

Simple process

Color changes

Scan/upload

Multi-sensory

In - app support

Day to day use

On the go

No professional help

Dependency

Easy reading

On the go

No hidden cost

Accessibility

Customisation

Overlays

Custom fonts

Exercises

Talking dictionary

Everyday purpose

Read out loud

Text to speech

Talking Dictionary

Sounds

New words

Mobility

Confidence

Functionality

Support

Visual stress

Boost in self esteem

Memory build



INSIGHT

DAILY STRUGGLE AND
SHYNESS

Teenagers diagnosed with dyslexia come across as shy people 
because of not at par reading skills. 20% of teenagers were 
found to have low self esteem which was in co-relation to their 
reading di�culties in public places. 

The app focuses on making reading easy for people anywhere 
and everywhere.



ENDLINE

“ UNCOMPLICATE ”
“ ONE LESS THING TO WORRY ABOUT ”

“ READ MORE ”

The focus was to improve the current situation and not treat 
reading as something that is not possible in day to day life. 
Dyscover helps to make it better by providing customization 
and simplifying the process of reading. 



IDEATION PROCESS

People diagnosed with Dyslexia are di�erently abled and have 
succeeded in creative fields. They often see the bigger picture 
and with multi sensory teachings can lead a better life. 

However, due to being shy about dyslexia and lack of 
awareness in the society, the opportunities are restricted and so 
is the motivation to step out of the door and do something 
di�erent.

“Embracing Dyslexia di�erently”.

Playschool

Invisible

Silence

Frustration

Hide

Games

Escape

Herd Dreams

Party

Doors

Extra ordinary

Class

Thief

Jungle

Hipster



STRATEGY

DO DIFFERENT

Do Di�erent is about stepping out of the door and doing things 
di�erently - reading.

This campaign aims at spreading awareness and get people to 
start normalising dyslexia. By involving people from di�erent 
sectors and lifestyle and by opening new doors of learning
and interaction.

1.  Video Advert
2. #dodi�erent - Twitter
3. Tap the door - Facebook
4. Dyscover - Instagram
5. Qr Initiative
6. Profile Template - Facebook



VIDEO ADVERT

Do Di�erent Script - Duration : 30 Seconds

(V.O) 

The letters don’t float. They don’t turn around either. But I often 
do. Ten for you and twenty for me to reach the end. Not the 
same pace, not the same case. Letter by letter, di�erent than 
usual. 

(V.O) 

Here. And here too. I wish to be there too. And when the next 
one opens, you will know, that I do di�erent too.

From one door to the next one. Classroom to public parks. From one 
thing done di�erently to many more. A simple act of reading a letter 
encouraging people that they can do it di�erenty



 #DODIFFERENT
A Twitter based campaign showcasing how 
celebrities and famous personalities did things
di�erently and encouraging them to share their stories
in order to tackle the silence around Dyslexia. 

Do Di�erent Script - Duration : 30 Seconds

(V.O) 

The letters don’t float. They don’t turn around either. But I often 
do. Ten for you and twenty for me to reach the end. Not the 
same pace, not the same case. Letter by letter, di�erent than 
usual. 

(V.O) 

Here. And here too. I wish to be there too. And when the next 
one opens, you will know, that I do di�erent too.



WORD OF THE DAY - 
FACEBOOK GIF’s 
With the integration of tap and reveal feature on Facebook, 
gifs will introduce a new word everyday that will be accompanied 
by a visual cue and audio. Everyday campaign to engage people 
to open the door and unravel the mystery word.



SWIPE THE DOOR - 
INSTAGRAM MULTIPLE UPLOAD
The integration of multiple upload features allows to swipe 
through di�erent pictures. The following are audio flashcards 
which acts as a di�erent learning technique to build a phonic 
awareness with the help of sound and visual cues by swiping 
through the door.



QR FOR PUBLIC PLACES
Making a di�erence by taking the campaign to outdoors such as 
restaurants, travel and more. By allowing people to do the normal 
things a little di�erently like reading a menu with a qr scan
for access.



TEMPLATES
FACEBOOK PROFILE
Temporary profile template creating the trend for the campaign
and showing support with people being open about dyslexia.



HERSHEY’S KISSES Copy led Genre | Sci-fi



BRAND RESEARCH

Holiday Treats For on the go consumers

Handwrapped in 1900’sBite sized candies

Gifting and holiday purposes

Accessible and a�ordable



BRAND RESEARCH

Colored foils for celebrations Satisfying the need for easy eat

Act of kissOriginal recipe milk chocolate



PROBLEM

JUST A HOLIDAY TREAT
Hershey’s kisses are mainly used for gifting purposes on a 
holiday occassion. Leading to a wait till the holiday season to 
see a potential increase in the sales of a bite sized candy to 
spread the feeling of holidays.



FACTS POSITIVE NEGATIVE CREATIVE EMOTIONAL

Conveyor belt 
derived name

Gifting

On the go

A�ordible

Bite sized

wrapping

Milk chocolate

Holiday treats

Variety

Non degradable wrapping

Used for just gifting

Size

A�ordibility

No barriers

Treat

Easy wrapping

On the go

Accessibility

Variety

Kisses

Holidays

Treats

Bite size

Packaging

on the go

Celebration

treats

romance

Happiness

Winning

Treat

Holiday

Being together



INSIGHT

WAITING FOR HOLIDAYS

People are often wait for holidays to treat themselves with 
chocolates and especially when it comes to Hershey’s kisses. 
Valentine’s, Christmas and Easter have proven to sell a huge 
chunk due to being special occassions and connection with 
chocolate. 



ENDLINE

“ BEYOND USUAL ”
“ NOT SO FAR ”

“ TAKE YOUR TIME OFF ”

Hershey’s Kisses and Sci fi finds a spot together when it comes 
to traveling to an unknown land while indulging in eating kisses. 
Enjoying the richness of the original flavor with the original 
recipe blends with a bite sized chocolate to have it anywhere 
and everywhere which makes it stand apart from the normal 
chocolate bars.



IDEATION PROCESS

Holidays are special for everyone and it is best celebrated with 
family. A period where you break free and not in the usual 
routine.

Holiday can be celebrated anywhere and everywhere. Even 
without a occassion. You can travel without a vehicle, without 
waiting for the perfect date. An unusual holiday, just for you

“A holiday which is just a kiss away”.

Tra�c

Holiday

Beach

Shock

Psychologist

Robbery

Movie

Waiter Business

Extinction

Dentist

Space

Lab

Sleep

Photographs

Alcohol



STRATEGY

JUST A KISS AWAY

Mini holidays in your pocket, Destination not known to mankind.
But is always a kiss away.

This campaign aims at spreading the feeling of taking a holiday 
whenever they want and not wait for it. Be lost in their own 
world and celebrate it by bringing in iconic movies that tells 
stories of a di�erent land.

1.  Video Advert
2. Digital Boards
3. Magazine Posters
4. Instagram gifs
5. Facebook poster
6. Highway Billboards



 VIDEO ADVERT
Just a Kiss away - Duration : 50 Seconds

(V.O)
With the size of a bite, melting inside slowly with nothing but the 

original recipe of Hershey’s, a new mysterious land was 
discovered within. Buds bowed, tongue rejoiced and smile was 
restored. Unwrapped with love, nobody knew the destination. It 

wasn’t strange to them. Humans knew this feeling. They 
belonged here. And Unlike other places, this was 

just a kiss away.

A classic juxtaposition of star wars intro sequence 
with the introduction of the mysterious land, the getaway being
Hershey’s Kisses.



DIGITAL BOARDS
Digital Boards with an iconic reference, 
a spin o� with the word replaced by “kiss”

Just a Kiss away - Duration : 50 Seconds

(V.O)
With the size of a bite, melting inside slowly with nothing but the 

original recipe of Hershey’s, a new mysterious land was 
discovered within. Buds bowed, tongue rejoiced and smile was 
restored. Unwrapped with love, nobody knew the destination. It 

wasn’t strange to them. Humans knew this feeling. They 
belonged here. And Unlike other places, this was 

just a kiss away.



MAGAZINE POSTER -
STICKERS
The position stickers can be taken o�, showing the iconic
Kisses later which can be redeemed at any store with the 
barcode behind them.



HIGHWAY BILLBOARDS
Destination and miles go hand in hand. In this case, their
destination was just a kiss away.



FACEBOOK POSTERS
Tap to reveal the iconic reference with a spin o�. Revealing a 
qr code for them to be redeemed at any store.



INSTAGRAM GIFS
A mysterious land with one superhero, Hershey’s kisses. 
Allowing user to capture the superfast hero in a frame to win a 
giveaway from Hershey’s Kisses.


